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Solar cells are considered as one of the prominent sources of renewable energy suitable for large-scale adoption
in a carbon-constrained world and can contribute to reduced reliance on energy imports, whilst improving the
security of energy supply. A new arrival in the family of solar cells technologies is the organic-inorganic halide
perovskite. The major thrust for endorsing these new solar cells pertains to their potential as an economically
and environmentally viable option to traditional silicon-based technology. To verify this assertion, this paper
presents a critical review of some existing photovoltaic (PV) technologies in comparison with perovskitestructured solar cells (PSCs), including material and performance parameters, production processes and
manufacturing complexity, economics, key technological challenges for further developments and current
research eﬀorts. At present, there is limited environmental assessment of PSCs and consequently, a
methodologically robust and environmentally expansive lifecycle supply chain assessment of two types of
PSC modules A and B is also undertaken within the context of other PV technologies, to assess their potential for
environmentally friendly innovation in the energy sector. Module A is based on MAPbX3 perovskite structure
while module B is based on CsFAPbX3 with improved stability, reproducibility and high performance eﬃciency.
The main outcomes, presented along with sensitivity analysis, show that PSCs oﬀer more environmentally
friendly and sustainable option, with the least energy payback period, as compared to other PV technologies.
The review and analysis presented provide valuable insight and guidance in identifying pathways and windows
of opportunity for future PV designs towards cleaner and sustainable energy production.

1. Introduction
Perovskite solar cells (PSCs) have recently emerged as so called
“third generation solar cells” which have been universally promoted as
an economically and environmentally viable renewable technology
option to traditional solar cells technologies for addressing global
challenges in energy generation, security and environmental impact
[1]. To substantiate this assertion, a critical review of a number of
existing photovoltaic (PV) technologies in comparison with two material architectures of PSCs is presented in this paper, including material
and performance parameters, production processes and manufacturing
complexity, economics, key technological challenges for further developments and current research eﬀorts. Given the limited environmental

⁎

assessment of PSC, a methodologically robust and environmentally
expansive lifecycle supply chain assessment is undertaken within the
context of other photovoltaic (PV) technologies. This allows us to deﬁne
and address environmental health and safety as well as sustainability
issues that are essential for future development and upscaling of this
technology.
Given the well-established link between fossil fuel consumption and
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions, it is currently estimated that about
25,000 GW of low-carbon energy will be needed by 2050 to accomplish
the international community's ambition of reducing CO2 emissions, to
mitigate the pernicious eﬀects of climate change [2]. As such, it is
believed that a mix of PV technologies could be called upon to meet this
challenge. This is evident as the growth of solar cell technologies (PV
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[33]; García‐Valverde et al.[10]; Roes et al. [32]; Parisi et al. [13] and
Espinosa et al.[34]. All of the aforementioned studies conducted LCA
using a process approach, neglecting other upstream activities due to
systems boundary truncation which has been acknowledged as a
methodological limitation for process-based LCA [35–37].
Against this backdrop, the current work adopts an integrated hybrid
LCA approach which overcomes boundary limitations of process
approach, to evaluate the environmental proﬁle of a laboratory-based
solid state PSC. This is carried out to identify pathways towards cleaner
and sustainable energy production and assess their potential for
environmentally friendly innovation in the energy sector. Hoekstra
and Wiedmann [38] identiﬁes the importance of assessing other
sustainability metrics (e.g. material, water, land, and other footprints)
along supply chains in understanding the eﬃciency, sustainability, and
equity of resource use from the viewpoint of producers, consumers and
policy makers [39]. To this end, the LCA in this work is carried out,
from cradle-to-grave, within a hybrid framework, across multiple
sustainability metrics namely GHG emissions, material use (i.e.
cumulative energy demand), land use, pollution (acidiﬁcation and
eutrophication potentials) and toxicology (marine, fresh water etc.).
To the best of our knowledge, this represents the most comprehensive
environmental sustainability assessment of any PV technology.
Given the amount of historical research on the toxicity of lead on
human health and the environment, attention is placed on the measure
of toxicity in this paper, due to the presence of soluble lead salts; a
potential source of high environmental impact for perovskite. Lead (II)
halides - a constituent of PSCs have generated serious environmental
concern because of the toxicological threats that extensive deployment
of the solar cell could pose [40]. The challenge posed from a handling
and manufacturing perspective which may endanger the health and
safety of workers in production facilities is another source of concern
[27]. Furthermore, the signiﬁcant hazards that the toxic constituents
might yield within the environment on a long term basis in the instance
that they become fully operational, threatens their acceptance as a
viable option [41]. For instance, Espinosa et al. [42] and dos Reis
Benatto et al.[43] both submitted that the end of life scenarios (i.e.
decommissioning and disposal) will be more demanding for this solar
cell as compared to those based on other materials. To address these
concerns, it is important to carry out a thorough environmental
evaluation of this technology and identify environmental hotspots.
In the light of the above, the remainder of the paper is structured as
follows. In Section 2, a detailed review of a number of PV technologies
is presented. A state of the art review in terms of historical development, materials architecture, fabrication processes, operating principles and performance parameters, scale up and stability issues as well
as cost implications and alternative selective contacts of perovskite
solar cells is presented in Section 3. Details of the general methodological notes and theoretical formulations underpinning the integrated
hybrid LCA model for the comparative LCA are provided in Section 4.
In Section 5, the key ﬁndings of the results of the LCA are analysed and
discussed as well as highlighting the implications of the research to
energy systems production. Also detailed in Section 5 is the comparison
of PSC with existing PV technologies in terms of energy payback period
and GHG conversion factor and a robust sensitivity analysis based on
certain parameters, leading to the summary and concluding remarks in
Section 6.

and concentrated solar power, CSP) has consistently surpassed the
International Energy Agency's (IEA) reference scenario projections.
For instance, the 2006 IEA's projection for cumulative solar capacity in
2030 and the 2011 projections for 2020 were outstripped in years 2012
and 2014, respectively [2–5]. In fact, photovoltaic (PV) technology has
recently become a net energy producer [6] and is considered a
prominent source of renewable energy for the future [7,8]. These
trends therefore highlight the possibility that PV technologies could
supply a signiﬁcant fraction of the future energy supply mix, providing
a uniquely attractive contribution to the world's environmental sustainability and energy security challenges [9–11]. It is therefore
unsurprising that renewable energy technology forms a major part of
national and global energy policies.
Across the years, there has been a remarkable improvement in the
eﬃciencies of PV technologies and their deployment. For instance,
traditional solar cells constructed using single-crystal silicon have
yielded eﬃciency of up to 25% [4,12]. Those built using gallium
arsenide (GaAs) single crystals, which are considerably more expensive, have recorded eﬃciency of roughly 29% and 40% in single and
multijunction devices, respectively [4]. Over time, PV technologies
based on thin-ﬁlm polycrystalline materials, for example, cadmium
telluride (CdTe) and copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS), emerged
as a potential alternative to silicon-based cells with eﬃciencies > 20%
[4]. These developments led to the arrival of “third generation solar
cells”[1] or “emerging photovoltaics”[13], which are designed to ensure
signiﬁcant cost reduction of the module manufacturing and widen the
applications of devices to compete with other systems of energy
production [13]. In particular, organic [1,14] nano- and meso-structured solar cells (e.g. dye-sensitized solar cells [13,15] and quantum
dot solar cells [16]) have been the subject of attention due to their low
cost active layer materials and substrates, easy potential scalability [10]
and simplicity of design [6]. After two decades of research however,
and despite achieving up to 13% eﬃciency, these cells did not reach
mass production [1,17], due to concerns over their long term performance.
In recent years, the emergence of PV technologies based on
organometal halide perovskites, (e.g. methyl ammonium lead iodide,
MALI) [18,19], has reinvigorated the race to develop low cost, high
eﬃciency solar cells. MALI-based devices were ﬁrst introduced in 2009
as a promising architecture for high-eﬃciency nanostructured devices
[20–22] but initial studies only reported a power conversion eﬃciency
(PCE) of 3.8% [21]. After years of active research, they have emerged as
the solar cell types with the steepest learning curve, yielding today, PCE
of up to 20% [4,18,20,22–26]. This unprecedented progress is attributed to ease of fabrication where only simple bulk chemicals are
required and the availability of cheap, conventional processing equipment [17,27]. Furthermore, Park [28] reported that in the future,
eﬃciencies considerably > 20% could be attained because of the
capacity of perovskite thin ﬁlms coated on a mesoscopic oxide ﬁlm to
deliver photo voltages that are signiﬁcantly higher than semiconductor
quantum dots [6]. Such characteristics oﬀer a competitive edge for
developing devices that are commercially viable [28,29]. Currently,
with recent improvements in materials design and device architecture
PCEs > 20% are routinely reported [30,31].
Given the potential of PSCs for low cost energy generation, it is
important to verify the claim by several leading authors [17,32] that the
advantages gained from this technology far outweigh the impact of the
use of toxic Pb-based hybrid organic/inorganic compounds by conducting a detailed environmental proﬁle assessment along the entire
supply chain in the context of other existing PV technologies. This will
provide an indication as to whether PSCs constitute new environmental
challenges or not. As a result, Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) is employed
to evaluate their environmental proﬁle and potential impact. A great
deal of work has been published on LCA of traditional PV technologies
but little to date has been carried out for organic solar cells. A selective,
but not exhaustive, list of studies on the subject includes: Anctil et al.

2. Review of photovoltaic technologies: types and
classiﬁcations
Solar photovoltaics (PVs) energy conversion is based on the
principle that when a solar cell is illuminated by sunlight, it generates
electricity, creating the photovoltaic eﬀect - a phenomenon that
converts light (photons) into electricity. A number of factors including
cell material (e.g. silicon, semiconductor compounds, etc.); cell size
(the larger the cell size, the more the individual cells transforming into
1322
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Classifications of solar cell
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Fig. 1. Classiﬁcation of solar cells based on the primary active material.

mechanisms [44,46,47]. This drawback culminates into huge capital
outlay, especially as it relates to Balance of System (BOS), low powerto-weight ratios and limitations in terms of ﬂexibility and design of
modules [44,45].
Despite this drawbacks, c-Si cells as of 2014, still constitutes
roughly 90% of global module production and are the most developed
of all solar cell technologies [48]. The main technological problems of
c-Si include the high level requirements for material puriﬁcation, the
module form factor restrictions, batch-based cell production and
module integration of processes with fairly low throughput [44–46].
Current research areas are targeted at manufacturing wafer-based solar
cells at lower costs and reduced complexity [49]; increased modular
conversion eﬃciencies; reduction in the quantity of silicon used per
watt and reduction on the reliance on silver for contact metallisation
[44].
Emerging research areas for c-Si solar cells involve the use of thin
membranes as against wafers as starting material to produce thin-ﬁlm
c-Si PV [5]. Solar cells based on this technique have the potential to
improve upon the limitations of conventional wafer-based c-Si cells,
whilst retaining most of the advantages derived from the use of silicon
[2]. They guarantee high quality performance with reduced manufacturing complexity and module cost. Thin-ﬁlm c-Si PV can endure
materials with lower quality in terms of smaller grains and higher
impurity levels. They use lower cost materials, enabling ﬂexible and
lightweight modules which allows for high-throughput processing
[44,46]. The main disadvantage is that their performance eﬃciencies
are low compared to wafer-based c-Si, and their manufacturing route
in terms of scalability is unproven [2].
Wafer-based c-Si are produced from slices of either single-crystal
silicon (sc-Si) or multicrystalline silicon (mc-Si), with each type
boasting a market share of 35% and 55% respectively in 2014 [48].
Single-crystal silicon cells are typically made using the Czochralski (CZ)
process, ﬂoat-zone or Bridgman techniques adopted for the production
of wafers for integrated circuits [45]. They are endowed with higher
crystal quality which increases charge extraction and power conversion

either more voltage or current); intensity and quality of the light
source, determines the amount of electricity generated. As such, PVs
are generally classiﬁed based on either the active materials (i.e. the
primary light-absorbing materials) used for the solar cells (Fig. 1) or
overall device structures. More recently, classiﬁcations based on
material complexity have been proposed [44].
In terms of device structure and architecture, PVs are categorised
into wafer-based and thin-ﬁlm technologies. Whereas wafer-based PVs
are produced from slices of semiconducting wafers derived from ingots
[45], thin-ﬁlm cells adopt an inherently diﬀerent approach in which
insulating substrates like glass or ﬂexible plastics is used for the
deposition of layers of semiconducting materials that will form the
device structure [46].
2.1. Wafer-based solar cells
Currently, there are three wafer-based solar cells that exist namely:
i) crystalline silicon (c-Si); ii) Gallium arsenide (GaAs); iii) III-V
multijunction (MJ).
2.1.1. Crystalline silicon (c-Si)
Most PV technologies that have been deployed at a commercial level
have been produced using silicon, with wafer-based crystalline silicon
(c-Si) currently the most popular solar cells because it exhibits stable
photo-conversion eﬃciency and can be processed into eﬃcient, nontoxic and very reliable PV cells [2]. Wafer-based c-Si cells leverage over
50 years manufacturing experience; a vast technology base in terms of
materials, established production processes and device designs; farreaching track record based on performance, longevity and reliability
as well as maximum performance of ﬂat-plate technologies with a
massive database [46].
A key disadvantage is that c-Si is a poor absorber of light due to its
indirect energy bandgap of roughly 1.1 eV at room temperature [47],
encouraging the use of fairly thick, rigid and brittle wafers to absorb
most of the incident light in the absence of advanced light-trapping
1323
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III-V multijunction (MJ) are fabricated either by mechanically and
/or monolithically stacking two or more single-junction cells with
dissimilar bandgaps so that light can be absorbed eﬃciently across the
solar spectrum by minimising heat losses [44,47]. They can also be
developed by optically splitting the spectrum into bands that correspond to the bandgaps of discrete cells [47]. The bandgap values
chosen for the MJ depend on the number of junctions used. When
semiconductor compounds of group III elements (e.g. Al, Ga, In) and
group V elements (e.g., P, As, Sb) are physically, electrically and
optically connected, they can form crystalline ﬁlms of top quality, with
variable bandgaps. For example, gallium arsenide (upper cell with a
bandgap of 1.42 eV) in tandem with a gallium antimonide (lower cell,
0.72 eV), yielded eﬃciency greater than 30%, which was the highest
eﬃciency reported for many years [56]. Unparalleled record cell and
module eﬃciencies of 46% and 36.7% respectively, under concentrated
radiance have been reported [3,4].
As with single junction III-V semiconductor, III-V MJs are very
expensive to fabricate due to their complex manufacturing processes
and exorbitant material costs [44,47]. This makes them prohibitively
expensive for large-scale terrestrial applications. As such, their use is
conﬁned to the demanding environment of space power generation,
due to their high radiation resistance, high eﬃciency and low temperature sensitivity, mitigating against the exorbitant cost of material
[44,47]. Current research eﬀorts are concentrated on dilute nitride
materials such as GaInNAs [57], lattice-mismatched techniques [58]
and wafer bonding [59,60]. Key challenges for developing III-V MJ
technologies range across long-term reliability improvements and
uniformity of large area, reduction in material use and optimisation
of cell architecture for diﬀerent operating conditions [44].

eﬃciencies, increasing the need for more expensive wafers by 20–30%
[44,45]. On the other hand, mc-Si cells are fabricated using silicon
feedstock through casting technology [50]. They consist of several
randomly oriented crystals or grains, which introduce boundaries that
hinder electron ﬂow or charge extraction and stimulate them to
recombine with holes to decrease the power output of the solar cell
[44,45]. This makes mc-Si cells less eﬃcient but less expensive to
fabricate than sc-Si [45]. Eﬃciency at a lab scale for both sc-Si and mcSi are 25.6% and 20.4% respectively [3]. For large-area modules, the
eﬃciencies are 20.8% and 18.5% for sc-Si and mc-Si respectively [4].
2.1.2. Gallium arsenide (GaAs)
As with other electronic devices, solar cells have traditionally been
based on silicon given its unique electronic properties alongside several
advantages highlighted in Section 2.1.1. In fact, of the 40 gigawatts of
global solar cells manufacturing capacity, the vast majority of them are
based on silicon technology [2]. Although the cost of silicon-based solar
cells have reduced considerably, stagnation in their performance
conversion eﬃciencies prompted scientists and engineers to ponder
over the use of alternative materials. This led to the development of
solar cells based on gallium arsenide (GaAs) single crystals.
Gallium arsenide has deﬁnite technical advantages in that electrons
race through its crystalline structure quicker as compared to silicon
[46]. It is a form of single junction III-V semiconductor that is well
suited for photoelectric eﬀects, with high optical absorption coeﬃcients, very low non-radiative energy loss, a near optimum direct
bandgap and good values of minority carrier lifetimes and mobility that
is perfectly appropriate to the solar spectrum [44,51]. These features
make GaAs an excellent candidate material for fabrication of solar cells
with eﬃciencies twice those of silicon [2,51]. Single crystals of GaAs
can be fabricated using either the liquid encapsulated Czochralski
technique or using a Bridgman process [47]. Of any material system,
GaAs-based solar cells hold the record regarding the eﬃciency at which
they convert sunlight into electricity, with power conversion eﬃciencies
of 28.8% and 24.1% for lab cells and modules respectively [3,4].
A key disadvantage is the high cost of the material in terms of
producing epitaxial layers or device quality substrates as compared to
the crushing commercial edge associated with silicon [47,51]. This is
largely due to factors such as imperfections of its crystal and undesirable impurities which reduce device eﬃciencies, rendering low cost
deposition routes impossible [47,51]. In fact, it can cost about £3000 to
fabricate a wafer of GaAs compared to £3 for a silicon wafers. This
limits the large-scale deployment of GaAs solar cells, restricting their
use to niche applications (e.g. space communications where higher
eﬃciencies, better radiation resistance and improved power/weight
ratios are required), in which their distinct capabilities justify their
exorbitant cost. Cost-eﬀective production processes for GaAs solar cells
which involve the reuse of GaAs wafers have been reported [47,52,53],
but have not been demonstrated in high-volume production [44].

2.2. Commercial thin-ﬁlm solar cells
Thin-ﬁlm solar cells are generally classiﬁed into commercial and
emerging or novel thin-ﬁlm technologies [44]. Leading commercial
thin-ﬁlm solar cells include: i) hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:
H); ii) cadmium telluride (CdTe) and iii) copper indium gallium
diselenide (CIGS). These materials absorb light at a rate that is 10–
100 times more eﬃcient compared to silicon-based solar cells, allowing
the use of ﬁlms in the order of a few microns thickness. A key
advantage of this technologies is attributed to their low raw material
usage with less complex manufacturing procedures. For instance, stateof-the-art factories can fabricate thin-ﬁlm modules in a greatly
streamlined and automated fashion, yielding modules with low perwatt costs [2]. Their handling is easier and more ﬂexible and they are
also less susceptible to damage than their silicon rivals.
Their main disadvantage pertains to their comparatively low
average eﬃciency, which is between 12% and 15%, in comparison to
c-Si cells whose eﬃciency ranges from 15% to 21%. This reduced
eﬃciency increases the overall system cost because of area-dependent
BOS components [2] oﬀsetting the cost advantage. The majority of
thin-ﬁlm materials today are multicrystalline, containing much higher
defect densities than c-Si. They also have a more complex structure.
For instance, the stoichiometry of CIGS in particular is very complex,
making high-yield, uniform, large-area deposition very diﬃcult. Other
disadvantages include their sensitivity to moisture and oxygen, which
makes encapsulation more expensive to guarantee long-term reliability
[45]. Also, their reliance on rare elements such as tellurium and indium
and recycling of regulated toxic element like cadmium may limit their
potential for large-scale production and deployment [2]. Current
innovation and development opportunities in thin-ﬁlm technology
include module eﬃciency improvements, materials optimisation and
cell architecture improvements. Overall reduction on the reliance on
rare elements through the development of new materials with similar
ease of processing is pertinent. A brief descriptions of diﬀerent types of
commercial thin-ﬁlm solar cells are presented in the following section.

2.1.3. III-V multijunction (MJ)
As described in Section 2.1.2 above, III-V single junction device
such as GaAs are able to transform light photons with energy above the
bandgap value of the absorber material [47]. However, the excess
energy generated due to increase in photonic energy above the bandgap
cannot produce electron hole pairs and are lost to the lattice in form of
heat, limiting the eﬃciency of the cell [46,47]. Research has shown that
theoretically, it is possible to appreciably increase the performance
conversion eﬃciency of III-V single junction device by increasing the
number of junctions with a range of dissimilar bandgap values matched
to the range of photon energies present in the solar spectrum [47]. As
such, major eﬀorts on III-V devices has shifted to multijunction (MJ)
solar cell devices. For instance Gokcen and Loferski [54] reported a
maximum theoretical eﬃciency of approximately 60% by stacking N
component cells. Similarly, Henry [55] reported eﬃciency value of
approximately 72% for an MJ cell with 32 bandgaps.
1324
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2.2.1. Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-SH)
Amorphous silicon (a-Si) dominated the development of thin-ﬁlm
PV industry for some time because of its potential for low cost
production compared with c-Si. However, progress and development
was hampered by the challenges relating to solar conversion eﬃciency
and stability [46]. Amorphous silicon oﬀers a stronger absorption
coeﬃcient than c-Si, enabling high absorption of solar radiation. They
have a wider bandgap of about 1.7 eV compared to 1.12 eV for c-Si,
yielding a high absorption characteristic. However, this large bandgap
reduces the range of wavelengths that can be absorbed [44]. This is
because the selection rules in indirect bandgap semiconductors that
signiﬁcantly limits absorption coeﬃcient of c-Si does not apply to a-Si
[45].
Amorphous solids are materials which lacks long range crystalline
order, containing large numbers of structural and bonding defects,
known as dangling bonds [45,46]. These bonds provide places for
electrons to recombine with holes but they are passivated with
hydrogen, yielding what is known as hydrogenated amorphous silicon
(a-Si: H). The existence of dangling bonds and the mobility of hydrogen
results in instability of a-Si: H cell under solar irradiation, leading to an
initial decrease in eﬃciency [46]. This phenomenon is known as the
Staebler-Wronski eﬀect [61]. Although this phenomenon can be
reversed through annealing at modest temperature over 150 °C, such
an approach limits the maximum eﬃciency that can be attained and
aﬀects their long-term stability as well as manufacturing costs [62].
Hydrogenated amorphous silicon solar cells are well suited for smallscale functions and applications with low-power requirements, but
their reduced eﬃciency compared to other well-established thin-ﬁlm
PV technologies have limited their adoption in the market [44]. The
highest eﬃciency recorded is 13.4% for a triple-junction lab sample [4].

space applications [44]. As with CdTe, CIGS can be deposited by a
number of solution and vapour-based methods. Electrodeposition
technique has been explored as a low-cost, non-vacuum method for
producing large-scale CIGS solar cells [46]. Major technical challenges
include diﬃculty in controlling ﬁlm stoichiometry and properties, low
open-circuit voltage (roughly 0.64 eV) due to defects in materials,
narrow understanding of the eﬀects of grain boundaries and the
processing of higher-bandgap alloys to allow for the fabrication of
MJ devices [2,44,46]. CIGS thin-ﬁlm solar cells have great potentials
provided expensive and scarce elements such as gallium and indium
could be replaced with other elements.

2.2.2. Cadmium telluride (CdTe)
Based on global installed capacity, cadmium telluride (CdTe) is the
leading thin-ﬁlm PV technology. The main attraction of CdTe for solar
cells applications is their high bandgap (1.45 eV), which is in the
perfect range for high-eﬃciency single junction cells [46]. This makes
them a favourable semiconductor for PV applications, with their very
high optical absorption power. Their high absorption coeﬃcient is due
to a direct bandgap in which the maximum energy in the valence band
and the minimum in the conduction band lies within the Brillouin zone
centre [46]. This suggests that eﬃcient transfer can happen from the
valence band to the conduction band, making the simultaneous change
in momentum from lattice vibrations unnecessary [46]. This makes it a
perfect semiconductor for eﬃcient absorption of solar radiation.
Eﬃciencies of 21% and 17.5% for lab cells and module respectively,
have been reported and are among the uppermost for thin-ﬁlm solar
cells [3,4]. CdTe technologies utilises high-throughput fabrication
techniques (e.g. close-spaced sublimation [63]), requiring high process
temperature in the region of 600 °C [46]. However, they oﬀer the
lowest costs of module as compared to any PV technology that has been
commercialised today [2]. Environmental issues such as the toxicity
and scarcity of cadmium and the material criticality of tellurium [64],
have prompted research on substitute material systems that utilise
non-toxic and abundant elements, with similar ease of fabrication.

2.3.1. Copper zinc tin sulphide (CZTS)
The challenge of ﬁnding alternative solar cells materials based on
earth-abundant and non-toxic elements prompted the exploration and
development of copper zinc tin sulphide (Cu2ZnSnS4 or CZTS) within
the thin-ﬁlm PV industry. CZTS is a quaternary compound semiconductor with promising optical absorption properties, a direct bandgap
energy of roughly 1.5 eV and a large absorption coeﬃcient in the order
of 104 cm−1, to absorb the most of the visible solar spectrum [66]. CZTS
ﬁlm contains neither rare metals nor toxic materials and can be
combined with cadmium-free buﬀer layer to produce solar cells that
are completely non-toxic [66]. Several preparation methods for the
preparation of CZTS solar cells have been reported in the scientiﬁc
literature [67]. Current highest solar conversion eﬃciency for solution
processed CZTS-based solar cells is 10.1% [68]. For pure CZTS-based
solar cells fabricated using a vacuum approach, eﬃciencies of 8.4%
have been reported [69]. Proven record lab-cell eﬃciencies have
attained 12.6% [4,70]. A major technological challenge with CZTS
solar cells technology involves the management of cation disorder
defects, a phenomenon caused by uncontrolled inter-substitution of
zinc and copper cations, resulting into point defects that impede the
extraction of charge and decrease the open circuit voltage [2].

2.3. Emerging or novel thin-ﬁlm solar cells
The main emerging or novel thin-ﬁlm solar cells include: i) copper
zinc tin sulphide (CZTS); ii) perovskite; iii) organic photovoltaics
(OPV); iv) dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and v) colloidal quantum
dot photovoltaics (QDPV). These technologies have emerged because of
the high level of research and development eﬀorts in material discovery
and device engineering. They utilise nanostructured materials which
can be processed or engineered to achieve the desired electronic and
optical properties. These technologies are still at the research and
development and early commercialisation stage and are yet to be
fabricated on a large scale. However, they oﬀer promising device-level
characteristics including visible transparency, high weight-speciﬁc
power (watts/gram), and novel form factors [44]. These unparalleled
attributes could serve as a pathway for novel applications in solar cells
technologies. A brief descriptions of diﬀerent types of emerging or
novel thin-ﬁlm solar cells thin-ﬁlm solar cells are presented in the
following sub-sections.

2.3.2. Organic solar cells (OSC)
Organic solar cells have become a subject of attention over time due
to their prospects for low cost active layer materials, low-cost substrates, low energy input and the ease of up-scaling to the industrial
level [10]. They have the potential to provide Earth-abundant and lowenergy production PV solutions. They use small molecules of organic
compounds or polymer to absorb light and consist mostly of Earthabundant elements that can be fabricated into thin ﬁlms using
inexpensive deposition methods such as thermal evaporation and
inkjet printing [44]. Due to the possibility of using various absorbers
to create coloured or transparent organic PV devices, they are appealing for building-integrated applications. Lab eﬃciency of 11.1% have
been reported [3] but at the module level remains considerably lower.

2.2.3. Copper indium gallium diselenide (CIGS)
Copper indium diselenide (CuInSe2 or CIS) is a perovskite-phase
solar cell and has a direct bandgap of 1.0 eV [46]. When alloyed with
gallium (CuInxGa(1-x)Se2, or CIGS), the bandgap can increase to 1.7 eV,
which is high enough to cover the optimum region of bandgaps for
solar cells based on single-junction, but the best devices are fabricated
at a bandgap of 1.2 eV [46]. The record eﬃciency for laboratory-based
CIGS devices is around 20% with a world record eﬃciency of 20.3%
[65]. This is a laudable achievement for a thin-ﬁlm multicrystalline
solar cell given the complex nature of the absorber material [46]. CIGS
solar cells exhibits high radiation resistance, making them suitable for
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Fig. 2. Perovskite ABX3 structure (left) and SPIRO-OMeTAD molecule (right). Adapted from Ref. [75] with permission of the Copyright© 2015, American Chemical Society.

preceding sections, a state of the art review based on PSC is presented
in this section.

Major setbacks include ineﬀective transport of excited electron-hole
pairs and charge carriers, poor long-term stability under sunlight and
fairly low eﬃciency limits [2].

3.1. Historical development of Perovskite solar cells

2.3.3. Dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs)
Of all the solar cell options based on nanomaterials, dye-sensitized
solar cells (DSSCs) have gained thriving interest and are among the
most mature and well understood solar cell technologies. In a DSSC,
photons are captured by a photosensitiser that is absorbed on a thinlayer of a nanocrystalline semiconductor placed on the anode [13].
Whereas other PV technologies utilise semiconductors in their solid
state for electron transfer for the generation of photoelectric eﬀects,
DSSCs make use of liquid electrolytes (photo-electrochemical cell) to
transfer ions to a counter electrode, producing an electric current
[13,44,47]. DSSCs have attained eﬃciencies of up to 12.3% [15] and
beneﬁt from: their versatility and promising low cost of manufacturing;
the use of little quantities of low cost and readily-available materials
fabricated by proven processes; simple assembly and ﬂexible modules;
compatibility with printing techniques; deposition on various substrates and integration with a wide range of surfaces [13,44]. Major
challenges with DSSC technology include issues with long-term stability under solar irradiance and high temperature, low absorption
coeﬃcients as well as low open-circuit voltages due to interfacial
recombination [2]. All these challenges raise the question as to how
well they will compete with traditional solar cell technologies [47].

PSCs are the latest type of solar cells and have rapidly become one
of the most promising emerging thin-ﬁlm PV technologies. Their
geometries are largely based on DSSC invented by O'Regan and
Grätzel [73], which due to their poor lifetime (only a few minutes)
were never commercialised. PSCs are an adaptation of the solid-state
DSSC which initially employed diﬀerent complexes of Ru or Os as the
key component (the dye, or sensitizer) to transform solar photons into
electron-hole pairs. In these cells, a ruthenium dye, or sensitizer, is
adsorbed onto a mesoporous scaﬀold of TiO2 (the electron-selective
contact) immersed in an iodine electrolytic solution. Liquid DSC are
now a commercial reality, although the high cost of the ruthenium dye
and the intrinsic drawbacks of a liquid electrolyte have limited their
scope to small scale applications only. Kojima et al. [21] however,
adopted methylammonium lead iodide and bromide as the photosensitizers reporting a maximum eﬃciency of 3.81%. Since then, the
eﬃciency of PCS has continuously improved to > 20%. Because of
their high PCE and compatibility with scalable processes, they have the
potential to contribute to large scale solar energy production in the
future [74]. Initially, longevity constituted a major challenge due to the
solubility of the perovskite in electrolyte solution. A breakthrough
occurred in 2012 when a solid hole conductor, SPIRO-MeOTAD
(Fig. 2), was employed by Grätzel and Park's groups in PSC for the
ﬁrst time [22].
Perovskite is the mineral CaTiO3, named after L.A. Perovski, a
Russian mineralogist, and entails all compounds which crystallizes in
the same ABX3 structure, where A and B are cations and X is the anion
species [76]. For hybrid organo-lead perovskites, A is a monovalent
organic cation, B is Pb(II) or Sn(II) and X is an halogen anion such as
I−, Br−, Cl−.[77] CH3NH3PbI3, CH3NH3PbBr3 and the mixed halide
structure, CH3NH3PbI3−xClx or CH3NH3PbI3−xBrx are the most common perovskites used for solar cell applications and they all are
semiconductors. Advantages of this class of materials include low
recombination losses, low material costs, long charge carrier diﬀusion
lengths and the possibility of cation and anion substitution for tuning
bandgap [2]. The main technological setbacks include advanced control
of ﬁlm morphology and material properties, high proneness to
moisture, cell instability and the use of toxic substance like lead. For
detailed description of PSCs in terms of materials, performance
parameters and operations principles, we refer readers to [1,78–80].
PSCs have been for several years at the centre of the scientiﬁc
community's attention as demonstrated by the exponential increase
in number of publications per year (Fig. 3). They are based on basic
concept put forward by O'Regan and Grätzel [73], with the two
aforementioned important modiﬁcations: hybrid perovskites as dye
and a solid, instead of liquid, electrolyte.
Hybrid perovskites, with their inherent ability to absorb light in the

2.3.4. Colloidal quantum dot photovoltaics (QDPV)
A quantum dot is a nanocrystal produced from a semiconductor
material which is so small that the laws of quantum mechanics have to
be taken into account. They are used as the absorbing photovoltaic
material in solar cells [71], given their advantage of possessing a band
gap as well as optical and electrical properties that can be tuned simply
by altering the size of the nanoparticles [72]. This allows them to be
easily fabricated to absorb diﬀerent parts of the solar spectrum, making
room for eﬃcient harvesting of near-infrared photons [44]. QDPV use
solution-processed nanocrystals and are useful for their integration
into various solar cells [71]. Their preparation methods, working
principles including merits and demerits of diﬀerent device architectures of QDPV are detailed in Ref. [71]. Record lab eﬃciency of 9.2%
has been reported [3] and they have the potential of easy fabrication
and air-stable operations [44]. Major challenges include inadequate
understanding of surface chemistry of QD, low open-circuit voltages
and low charge carrier mobility [44].
3. Perovskite solar cells
The preceding sections compare diﬀerent PV technology options
based on technical performance speciﬁcations, power conversion
eﬃciencies, cost, material criticality, manufacturing complexity and
key technological challenges. Given the focus of the paper to review
PSC in comparison with other PV technologies described in the
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"Perovskite solar cell" keyword results per year

contact. In this case the most used material is phenyl C61 butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM). Inverted architectures are interesting because of
their possible application to non-transparent substrates like metal foils
(which are also ﬂexible).
To deposit the perovskite layer, several methods have been
proposed so far, although it is diﬃcult if not impossible to make a fair
comparison because of the numerous external factors that may have an
inﬂuence on the ﬁnal power conversion eﬃciency (PCE) of the cell,
such as: the use of a N2 vs dry air glovebox, the level of moisture, the
annealing temperature and time, unknown impurities in the precursors, the nature of the precursors themselves (Pb acetate instead of
PbI2, for instance) the solvent or mixture of solvents used, the purity
and the nature of dopants in the HTM, etc. just to name a few. There is
still no deﬁnitive understanding of the nucleation and crystallisation
mechanism of hybrid lead halide perovskites, however we can identify
some trends and some preliminary results.
Excluding vacuum dual source deposition method [88], which
requires expensive equipment, MAPbI3 is generally deposited by spin
coating. In the one step method, a solution of methylammonium iodide
(MAI) and PbI2 in dimethyl formammide (DMF), γ-butyrolactone
(GBL), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) or a mixture of these is spin coated
onto the mesoporous layer and subsequently annealed to remove the
solvent and promote crystal growth. It has been known for decades
that, in DMF and DMSO, PbI2 forms Lewis adducts with I-, such as
PbI3- and PbI42, regardless of the nature of the counter-ion. DMSO and
DMF also form complexes with PbI2 and CH3NH3+such as
(CH3NH3+)2(PbI3−)2·DMF2 or PbI2(DMSO)2 in the case where PbI2 is
deposited ﬁrst (two-step method) [89,90]: these adducts create a
smooth uniform ﬁlm, which upon heating releases the excess solvent
producing a more uniform MAPbI3 layer. Recently, a further step have
been added which involves the addition of chlorobenzene or toluene to
the spinning ﬁlm [91–93]. It is argued that these solvents, which are
miscible with DMF, DMSO and GBL but do not dissolve the perovskite,
are forcing precipitation and nucleation of MAPbI3 and therefore help
to produce a smoother and more uniform ﬁlm. A third option is to use
diﬀerent precursors in non-stoichiometric ratio, such as PbCl2 or
Pb(CH3COO)2: also in this case, the intermediate phase forming after
evaporation of the solvent slowly transforms into the ﬁnal perovskite
phase by releasing the excess materials, producing a better surface
coverage and increased grain size, which in turns improve the eﬃciency
[94,95].
Alternatively, in the two-step method PbI2, dissolved in DMF or
another similar solvent, is ﬁrstly spin coated, and after drying the ﬁlm
is immersed into a MAI isopropanol solution. The ﬁlms turn brown in a
few seconds and is then washed with IPA, dried and annealed. The
exact processing parameters varies from a few seconds to several
minutes of immersion, to diﬀerent concentrations of MAI in IPA, etc. It
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Fig. 3. Number of publications resulting from the search of “perovskite solar cell” on
Web of Science, retrieved on 25/01/2017. The line is a guide for the eye.

visible range, are now not only simply the sensitizer, but also ambipolar
semiconductors [81] that combine ease of processing from organic
solutions with quality and properties typical of inorganic materials.
Furthermore, they are endowed with a suitable and tuneable direct
bandgap, a large absorption coeﬃcient and long diﬀusion lengths for
electrons and holes, not to mention that they are obtained from cheap
and abundant elements, all of which makes them ideal materials for use
in PV and other photo electronic applications [82], including lasers
[83], LEDs [84], X-ray detectors [85] and photodetectors [86].
3.2. PSC materials architecture
The two most common architectures are the so called mesoscopic
and planar (Fig. 4), also called n-i-p, from the order of the semiconductor layers from bottom to top. In the former, a compact thin (10–
30 nm) layer of TiO2 as hole blocking layer is deposited on a conductive
transparent oxide such as FTO or ITO supported on glass. Subsequently,
a thicker porous layer of TiO2 nanoparticles is deposited, sintered and
inﬁltrated by the perovskite solution. In planar conﬁgurations there is no
mesoporous layer. On top of the perovskite absorber, the hole transport
material (HTM) and a 60–80 nm layer of Au as top contact are in turn
deposited by spin coating and evaporation, respectively. In this conﬁguration light travels through the glass and therefore the HTM and top
contact can be completely opaque, although reﬂection from the top
contact can help improve the PCE.
In the so called inverted architecture, or p-i-n, the HTM (usually
the p-type conductive polymer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate, or PEDOT: PSS) is deposited ﬁrst, followed by the
perovskite and then by an n-type semiconductor as electron selective

Fig. 4. Possible architectures for PSC. Adapted from Ref. [87] with permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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mance of the cell, another phenomenon occurs: degradation of
performance (not of the materials themselves) with light soaking,
which is partially or almost totally recoverable after storing the cell in
the dark.
Numerous hypotheses have been proposed to explain this behaviour, such as capacitive currents due to electrode polarisation, ferroelectric domain switching, slow trapping/de-trapping of charge carriers
and ion migration. The case for ion movement and formation of double
layers has been shown to be stronger: increased local cathodoluminescence corresponds to iodine-rich areas [103], showing local nonstoichiometry in the perovskite layer, and more importantly, direct
evidence for ion movement under electric ﬁeld has been shown by Yuan
et al.[104]: not only iodine, but also methylammonium ions can
migrate. A summary of studies on ion migration is presented in Ref.
[105]. Even more worrying is the observation of an irreversible redox
peak in the absorption spectra of SPIRO by reaction of SPIRO+ with I[106], which continuously deteriorates the cell eﬃciency by reducing
the HTM hole conductivity. These issues cannot be solved by a perfect
encapsulation, as they are intrinsic, therefore new selective contacts
must replace the SPIRO to achieve long term stability.

is evident that the key to a uniform and reproducible perovskite layer is
full control of nucleation and growth, a non-trivial task, given the high
speed of crystallisation of MAPbI3.
3.3. Operating principles and performance parameters
Since the ﬁrst PSC conﬁguration was based on a mesoporous
scaﬀold of TiO2 like the dye-sensitized solar cells, it was initially
assumed that the working mechanism involved injection of photogenerated carriers into the wide band gap TiO2. However, high
eﬃciency cells prepared without an electron-transport material
(Al2O3 or planar), or without the hole-transport material revealed that
the perovskite itself can be a hole and electron conductor, i.e. electrons
and holes are generated within the perovskite layer and subsequently
diﬀuse to the contacts [96]. Incident photons generate excitons and
free carriers: the exciton binding energy has been calculated to be
about 50 meV, but it could be even as low as 2 meV, indicating that at
room temperature, and especially at the higher operating temperatures
of a solar cell, the majority of charge carriers are free electrons and
holes [97]. The electron transfer from MAPbI3 to the TiO2 particles
occurs in the sub-ps time scale, whereas the hole extraction from
MAPbI3 to the SPIRO HTM has been measured to be 0.66 ns, one order
of magnitude faster than that for other organic polymers such as P3HT,
although this does not constitute a drawback for PSC [97]. This is due
to the long lifetime and diﬀusion lengths of charge carriers in MAPbI3,
which are at the core of the outstanding performances of this material,
together with the large light absorption coeﬃcient (105 cm−1, the same
value reached by CIGS cells). For MAPbI3, the diﬀusion length is 110–
130 nm, whereas for MAPbClxI3−x is over 1 µm [96]. Cl does not enter
the crystal lattice due to the large size diﬀerence of ionic radii with I,
and in fact it is not detected in the bulk but only at the grain
boundaries, with an upper limit of 0.3 Cl per formula unit for samples
annealed at 95 °C for 120 min. It is postulated that Cl passivates
defects at the perovskite/contacts interface and at the grain boundaries, thus enabling a tenfold increase in diﬀusion length for charge
carriers [98].
However, results vary signiﬁcantly from batches prepared using the
same conditions and even within the same batch. This is aggravated by
the sensitivity of this technology to diﬀerent testing procedures. Since
2012 a series of important editorials and papers [99,100] have tried to
address this problem by emphasising the importance of certiﬁed
eﬃciency values and standard testing procedures to yield non-misleading results and to make comparison of experiments possible and
productive. First of all, it should be stressed that the only signiﬁcant
parameter to assess the real life performance of a solar cell is the
maximum power output under continuous illumination (in steady state
conditions) [101], i.e. measuring the current density whilst the cell is
held at a constant potential for at least 60 s. Unfortunately, the vast
majority of publications extract the short-circuit current (ISC), the
open-circuit voltage (VOC), the ﬁll factor (FF) and the PCE from a J-V
scan only. When the scan rate is faster than the response time of the
system, an error is introduced. It has been shown that a scan rate that
gives results in accordance with the maximum power output method is
5 mV/s: the vast majority of publications instead report a scan rate ≥
200 mV/s, which can overestimate the eﬃciency by almost 50%.
The scan direction and starting point also have an inﬂuence over
the ﬁnal result, due to hysteresis. The observed hysteresis is a puzzling
new phenomenon for the PV community: in PSC, the direction and the
scan rate aﬀect the shape of the J-V curve, leading to an over or
underestimation of the true eﬃciency. The discrepancy between the
forward and the reverse scan is proportional to the scan rate and to the
thickness of the perovskite layer [102], but it is greatly reduced in the
reverse architecture where SPIRO and TiO2 are replaced by PEDOT:
PSS and PCBM. The physics involved is not yet completely understood,
but it must involve the perovskite/HTM and perovskite/ETM interfaces. Although hysteresis is not actually detrimental for the perfor-

3.4. Scale up and stability issues
The main reason why PSCs have attracted such great deal of
attention is, again, the possibility of obtaining high quality semiconductors from organic solutions at low temperatures, as opposed to the
need of high temperatures and inorganic solid state reactions used for
compounds such as CdTe, CuInxGa(1−x)Se2 (CIGS, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1). However,
spin coating is not a scalable technique. To produce PSC on industrial
scale, the hybrid perovskite must be deposited by other deposition
routes such as slot-die, spray coating, screen printing, inkjet printing or
other printing techniques. A comprehensive review of these techniques
for solar cells is presented in Ref. [107]. Slot die is preferred over
techniques such as spray coating because of its inherent precision and
the absence of wasted material, i.e. all the solution can be deposited
onto a substrate with a desired width. Generally, a decrease in PCE
from spin coated to roll-to roll (R2R) devices has been observed, due to
the diﬀerences in solvent evaporation rates between the two methods.
Hwang et al. [108] employed a N2 stream to quickly dry the PbI2 ﬁlm
used in the two step deposition of MAPbI3 (Fig. 5). In a truly 100%
scalable process, the maximum PCE was 6.33%. This is comparable
with a PCE of 4.9% obtained by Schmidt et al. [109] using PbCl2 and
MAI in DMF in a one step process.
As highlighted earlier, the presence of lead has posed a challenge in
terms of scale up for mass production. The only way, at the moment, to
safely commercialize a MAPbI3 module would be a 100% fail-safe
containment of any degradation products [110]. This has prompted
investigation into Sn-based PSC, however, Babayigit et al. [111] found
that SnI2 is more toxic than PbI2 due to its higher instability in water

Fig. 5. The slot die and drying head set up described above. Adapted from Ref. [108]
with permission of John Wiley and Sons.
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PbI2 has been initially linked to higher eﬃciency [124–126], and
reconﬁrmed later [127], with the added beneﬁts of reducing ionic
migration and hysteresis, it also negatively aﬀects the long term
stability [128]. Devices with stoichiometric amounts of PbI2 performed
worse – in terms of PCE - due to inferior quality of the perovskite ﬁlm,
but an excess of PbI2 led to faster degradation under illumination even
under an inert atmosphere.
Thermal stability is an issue that could only be overcome by slightly
sacriﬁcing the ease of production. Thermodynamically, if a compound
easily forms near room temperature, it will also decompose near room
temperature, even more during real life conditions, when temperatures
of a solar panel can reach 40–50 °C depending on season and latitude.
Therefore, by modifying the precursors (especially for the A site cation)
to produce perovskites that crystallise at or above ~120 °C it should be
possible to overcome this issue. MAPbI3 also undergoes a phase
transition from tetragonal to cubic at ~54 ± 1 °C, with an associated
volumetric expansion coeﬃcient αV of 1.57·10−4 K−1, which is four
times larger than that for glass and six times larger than that of steel
[75]. This obviously raises concerns of the fatigue stress that could
arise during normal operational life of the solar cells.
Since 2015, more and more groups have focussed their attention on
partially substituting the methylammonium cation on the A site of the
perovskite structure with formamidinium (FA) and/or Cs [30,129–
135], and partially replacing I- with Br-, in an eﬀort to tackle the major
drawbacks of MAPbI3: water sensitivity and thermal stability. FA and
Cs-based perovskite show much better stability towards moisture and
can also withstand higher temperatures. Whereas MAPbI3 start to
decompose at temperatures as low as 120 °C, FAPbI3 is stable up to at
least 200 °C. Unfortunately, at room temperature FAPbI3 is stable in
the orthorhombic δ phase (yellow colour), with a wide bandgap of
2.7 eV, and it transforms into the trigonal perovskite α phase (black
colour), with a bandgap of 1.77 eV, at 165 °C. CsPbI3 shows a similar
behaviour. It possesses a suitable bandgap of 1.73 eV, but at room
temperature it crystallizes in the orthorhombic δ phase, which is not
useful, whereas the photoactive black perovskite α phase is only stable
above 300 °C. Researchers found that, by combining Cs and FA, the
high-temperature phases could be stabilised at room temperature. Cs/
FA-based perovskites have deﬁnitively shown improved stability towards moisture and heat, and increased performances compared to the
prototypical MAPbI3, which almost certainly will not be used for
production of large area modules in the future.

causing stronger acidiﬁcation by HI. Therefore, it appears that Sn does
not have a real chance as an alternative to Pb, since not only does it
lower the eﬃciency and stability of the cell [112] but it also has higher
toxicity than Pb. Other lead-free perovskite-based solar cells, for
instance MA2CuClxBr4−x [113], MASnBr3 [112], MABiI3 [114],
MASnI3 [115], have yielded very poor performances (the highest being
~6% for MASnI3). The other candidate to replace Pb is Bi, however,
even if Bi-based perovskite cells had the same eﬃciency of Pb-based
cells (which is far from the truth), and Bi was less toxic than Pb (which
is also still unclear), Bi is commercially obtained only as a by-product
of the extraction of Pb, and therefore there would be no advantage in
using it, and it would be much more expensive.
PSC eﬃciencies have increased more rapidly than any other PV
technology, from 3.1% in 2009 to over 22.1% in 2015- a feat that took
40 years for CIGS PV technologies [4]. However, before achieving
commercialisation, PSC have to tackle a series of issues linked to their
long term stability. The ﬁrst and most worrying issue is the moisturedriven decomposition of CH3NH3PbI3. It is clear now that a small
amount of moisture is not only beneﬁcial for crystallisation, it is
actually required [116]. However there is no agreement on the
optimum value, oscillating between 5% and 35% [117]. What is clear
is that cells left at ambient conditions, with relative humidity well
above 50%, rapidly degrade over a few days (the actual ﬁgure varies
between publications). Since MAPbI3 is soluble in water, it was
assumed that the main cause of deterioration was the perovskite
decomposition, according to the following reactions [118]:

CH3NH3Pbl3+(s) + H2O ⇆ CH3NH3l(aq) + Pbl2(s)

(1)

CH3NH3l(aq) ⇆ CH3NH2(aq) + Hl(aq)

(2)

4Hl(aq) + O2 ⇆ 2l2(s) + H2O

(3)

hv
↑
⏐
2Hl(aq) ⇄ H2 ⏐
⏐ + l2(s)
⏐

(4)

In fact, non-encapsulated devices can be stored at room temperature in dry N2 (H2O < 1 ppm) and will retain their original PCE for
over 1000 h, however even trace amount of water (10 ppm) are
suﬃcient to reduce the PCE by 50% after just 100 h at 85 °C.
However, neither XRD nor SEM analysis showed any sign of perovskite
deterioration, and therefore the performance loss must be due in this
case to degradation of the HTM layer or at the interface. In fact, P3HT
devices showed better resistance than SPIRO-based cells at 85 °C
under 1 Sun illumination even in dry N2 [119]. TiO2 nanoparticles
can act as moisture barrier and signiﬁcantly improve the perovskite
stability in a humid environment, as demonstrated by Xiong et al.
[120]. However, the TiO2 can also act as photo catalyst and promote
the degradation of CH3NH3I into CH3NH2 and HI [121]. Using in situsynchrotron XRD on MAPbI3 powder (without TiO2), it was concluded
that water ﬁrst formed a MAPbI3·H2O complex, which further decomposed into CH3NH3I and PbI2 [12]. However, in the absence of TiO2
the reaction stopped at this point. This reaction was not completely
reversible after removing water, because the morphology was altered
and PbI2 and CH3NH3I were no longer in contact in many areas.
Although it seems clear that moisture is detrimental to perovskite
solar cells, some researchers have tested the eﬀect of spraying water
onto the MAPbI3 layer, and found it to have a reversible healing eﬀect
due to suppression of non-radiative recombination sites [122]. Other
researchers instead put water directly into the MAI solution (two-step
process) and found an increase in PCE from 9% without water to 12%
with 5% water addition, although PCE dropped with further water
addition. This increase in PCE was ascribed to enlarged grain size that
reduced recombination because of fewer grain boundaries [123]. It is
possible that H2O molecules act like PbCl2, DMSO or lead acetate in
slowing the nucleation process and thus producing a smoother surface
with larger grains. As observed for water, there appear to be contradicting opinions about the role of residual PbI2. Whilst an excess of

3.5. Cost aspects and alternative selective contacts
Another obstacle to the pathway leading to mass production of PSC
is the tremendous cost of the organic HTM SPIRO-MeOTAD (ten times
more expensive than Pt) for a glass-based architecture, or even worse
for fullerene-based compounds, for instance PCBM, used as electron
transport material (ETM). Conductive polymers such as PEDOT: PSS
are also very expensive. In addition, organic HTM and ETM based on
more or less complex organic molecules are not expected to be reliable
enough to ensure a 20-year lifespan that will be required for successful
commercialisation. Therefore, inorganic contacts materials have been
investigated extensively and they include: doped and un-doped NiOx
[136–139], CuOx [140,141], CuI [142–144], CuSCN [145–147], ZnO
[148,149], CuAlO2 [150], ZnSnO4 [151], Cu2ZnSnS4 [152]. Some of
these materials have shown tremendous improvement and can now
reproduce the same performances obtained with SPIRO-MeOTAD. It is
expected that inorganic oxides will eventually replace organic materials
in order to ensure long term stability under ambient conditions
required for outdoor applications of the PSCs technology such as
Building Integrated Photovoltaics (BIPV), whereas for other applications, such as portable electronics, a shorter lifetime could be acceptable. This form the basis for conducting the LCA using a representative
architecture based on the above mentioned materials.
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Fig. 6. Perovskite solar cell architecture: (a) Module A (b) Module B.

mixed single solutions of CH3NH3I and PbI2 [154] whereas for the two
step process, a solution of PbI2 is ﬁrst inﬁltrated and dried, followed by
dipping into an isopropanol solution of CH3NH3I [157]. The penultimate step after deposition of the perovskite layer is spin coating of the
hole transport material (HTM). The HTM should have high hole
mobility, thermal and UV stability as well as an energy level that
matches the perovskite [158]. Spiro-OMeTAD is the HTM in perovskite
currently utilised within laboratory architecture and has to date yielded
the highest PCE values [23,153,157]. A gold conductor and interconnect is ﬁnally deposited on the surface of the HTM using thermal
evaporation followed by assembly and encapsulation of the device.
In the second module (Fig. 7, RHS), the mesoporous TiO2 layer is
deposited by screen printing. After sintering the mesoporous layer at
550 °C and cooling it down, the perovskite layer is deposited. Here,
MAPbI3 is replaced with CsFAPbIBr which improves stability, reproducibility and high PCE of 21.1%. The HTM, CuSCN, is dissolved in
diethyl sulphide and deposited by spray deposition at 80 °C. A copper
conductor and interconnect is ﬁnally deposited on the surface of the
HTM using thermal evaporation followed by assembly and encapsulation of the device.
In this paper, LCA is applied on two selected manufacturing routes
which have been previously reported and trialled by our Project Partner
with the intention of comparing them in terms of material and energy
requirements and their environmental impact. The ﬁrst route was
demonstrated by Liu et al. [23] and requires that the perovskite layer is
deposited as vapour. This is the approach adopted for module A. In the
second route reported by You et al. [159], the perovskite layer is
deposited by spin coating and is adopted as the deposition technique
for module B.

3.6. Fabrication processes of two modules of PSC architecture
considered in this work
Before conducting an environmental proﬁle of PSCs with the view
to comparing with other existing PV technologies, it is important to
describe an overview of their production processes. A number of
diﬀerent methods and device architectures have been adopted to
prepare PSCs and PCE values up to 20% have been reported [1,153].
The method adopted in this paper is based on the two architectures
provided by the project partner, as depicted in Fig. 6, with the main
diﬀerence between the two summarised in Table 1.
The procedure for manufacturing of both PSC modules which forms
the basis of the LCA is shown in Fig. 7. As shown (Fig. 7, LHS), for
module A, the ﬁrst step is substrate preparation in which a piece of
glass coated with ﬂuorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) is prepared with a
raster and scanning laser and then ultrasonicated using a combination
of deionized water, surfactants and ethanol [154,155]. The second step
is the deposition of a TiO2 blocking layer on the FTO coated glass using
spin coating [156] or spray pyrolysis [157] followed by either screenprinting or spin coating a TiO2 mesoporous layer. The substrate is
subsequently heat treated at 500 °C to burn oﬀ organics used in the
deposition of the TiO2 layers and stabilise the mesoporous structure
which serves as a medium to transfer photo excited electrons to the
photocathode (FTO) [1]. The PV active organic/inorganic halide is then
inﬁltrated into the mesoporous TiO2 using either a one or two step
process. One-step inﬁltration is achieved through using either a pre-

Table 1
Differences between two modules of PSC.
Parameter

Module A

Module B

Power conversion eﬃciency
Substrate
Electron transport layer
Cathode
Perovskite layer
Hole Transport layer
Deposition route
(perovskite layer)

15.1% [23]
FTO glass
Mesoporous TiO2
Gold
MAPbI3
Spiro-MeOTAD
Vapour deposition

21.1% [30]
FTO glass
Mesoporous TiO2
Copper
Cs(x)FA(1−x)PbI(3−y)Bry
Copper thiocyanate (CuSCN)
Spin coating

4. Life cycle assessment methodology
LCA is a well-established systematic approach used for the identiﬁcation, quantiﬁcation and assessment of the associated environmental
impacts throughout the entire value chain of an activity, product or
process [160,161]. Through the adoption of LCA, environmental
impact can be taken into consideration in design and implementation
decisions with the view to: i) identifying potential environmental
hotspots [162–165]; ii) comparing diﬀerent features of speciﬁc pro1330
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Fig. 7. Manufacturing route of two modules of perovskite solar cells: Module A (LHS), Module B (RHS).

model to carry out emissions assessment of biodiesel and carbon hotspotting. The same methodological principle is applied in this paper.
The novelty in this paper lies in the incorporation of additional
sustainability metrics other than GHG, namely material use, land
use, pollution (eutrophication and acidiﬁcation), and toxicity, in a
hybrid framework [39]. The consistent mathematical framework
incorporating the aforementioned metrics, for the hybrid LCA methodology, is deﬁned as follows:

ducts or processes [37,166,167]; iii) establishing credible procedures
for benchmarking [168,169]; iv) optimising the environmental impacts
of products [170]; v) enhancing design policies for sustainable consumption and production [160] and vi) establishing a baseline of
information on an entire system for certain processes within current or
predicted practices [171–173].
Process LCA and environmental input-output (EIO) LCA are the
two main methodologies for the systematic quantiﬁcations of impact in
the supply chain. Process LCA oﬀers some level of accuracy and
speciﬁcity albeit incomplete due to boundary truncation whereas the
input-output approach provides system boundary completeness [174].
Combining the accuracy and speciﬁcity of a process-based approach
together with the extended system boundary completeness of the IO
method in what has become collectively known as ‘hybrid analysis’ can
produce results that have the beneﬁt of both approaches [162,175].
Consequently, fundamental errors and limitations associated with each
method can be eliminated, improving accuracy and precision
[162,163,175].
A fully integrated hybrid LCA as deﬁned by Suh and Huppes [176]
is adopted in this paper. As stated by Heijungs et al. [177], the hybrid
form of LCA integrates a process matrix and IO matrix into a consistent
mathematical framework. The process component computes physical
inputs and outputs of each production step deﬁned within the system
boundary in a systematic manner. By taking into considerations
upstream indirect inputs which are not captured in the process system
boundary, the IO component completes the analysis. Due to computational complexity, the use of hybrid LCA is relatively sparse [176] but a
number of authors have adopted the methodology for LCA. For
instance, Wiedmann et al. [175] used the method within a multiregion hybrid framework to compute embodied emissions of wind
power generation in the UK. Acquaye et al. [162] also applied the same

−1
⎡EP
⎤⎡ A
0
−D ⎤ ⎡ y ⎤
(g,m,l,p,t)
⎥⎢ p
⎥ ⎢ ⎥
Total emissions = ⎢
0
E i−o(g,m,l,p,t) ⎥⎦⎣−U I−A i−o ⎦ ⎣ 0 ⎦
⎢⎣

(5)

E P(g, m, l, p, t ) Process inventory environmental extension matrix for GHG,
material use, land use, pollution (e.g. acidiﬁcation and eutrophication potentials), and toxicity; All metrics are measured in their respective units (e.g. kgCO2-eq) and are diagonalised, (dimension:m × s).
Ei − o(g, m, l, p, t ) MRIO environmental extension matrix for GHG, material
use, land use, water use, pollution and toxicity; All metrics
are measured in their respective units (e.g. kgCO2-eq per £
for GHG) and are diagonalised (dimension:m × s).
Square matrix representation of the process LCA inventory,
Ap
(dimension:s × s).
Ai − o
Input- Output technology coeﬃcient matrix, (dimension:m × m ).
I
Identity matrix, (dimension:m × m ).
U
Matrix representation of upstream cut-oﬀs to the process system, (dimension:m × s).
D
Matrix of downstream cut-oﬀs to the process system, (dimension:s × m ).
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⎢0⎥
⎣ ⎦

to estimate upstream indirect emissions in the LCA framework. A full
description of how the MRIO model using UK national IO tables and
RoW tables was constructed is provided by [181]. Additionally, data for
all the sustainability metrics were obtained representing the sectorial
environmental intensities (i.e. kg CO2-eq/£ for GHG, kg SO2-eq/£ for
acidiﬁcation potential, kg NOx-eq /£, for eutrophication potential, kg/£
for toxicity, m2a/£ for land use and kg/£ for material usage for the
environmental matrix, Ei-o).
The IO environmental intensities for the aforementioned indicators
other than GHG, were collected from World Input-Output Database
(WIOD) [182] and expanded upon to conform to the 896 × 896 MRIO
framework. The WIOD consist of national IO tables, MRIO tables,
environmental accounts for 40 countries and one Rest of World (RoW)
category comprising all other regions. These 40 countries include all
European Union (EU) member countries, Non-EU OECD countries
(e.g. the USA, Canada, Japan), and some large emerging economies
(e.g. Brazil, India, China). Most of countries in the Rest of the World
region are developing countries in Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The
IO table in each country includes 56 × 56 economic sectors. These
sectors are therefore, disaggregated to conform to the 896 × 896
technology matrix used in this study. For toxic emissions intensities, a
newly developed set of data [183] was originally derived from the toxic
release inventory database for the US [184].

Functional unit column matrix with dimension:(s + m, 1),
where all entries are 0 except y.

A brief description of the key elements in the mathematical framework is presented here. We refer readers to Wiedmann et al. [175],
Acquaye et al. [162], Ibn-Mohammed et al. [164] and Ibn-Mohammed
et al. [39] for detailed technical description on how these are built into
the overall LCA system. Total emission is the direct and indirect
environmental impact (e.g. CO2-eq emissions) associated with one unit
of ﬁnal demand y for the product (here PSC). Matrix Ap describes the
product inputs into processes as captured in the unit process exchanges
(i.e. process LCA system). Ai − o which in this study is a (896 × 896)
multi regional input-output (MRIO) technology matrix and describes
input and output coeﬃcients requirements from one sector to another
within the UK vs. Rest of the World (RoW) Supply and Use MRIO
framework. Matrix U which is assigned a negative sign, represents the
higher upstream inputs from the MRIO system to the process system.
Matrix D, also assigned a negative sign, represents the (downstream)
use of goods/process inputs from the process to the background
economy (MRIO system). The negative signs represent the direction
of ﬂow of inputs. The ﬁnal demand y for PSC also represents the
functional unit of the LCA system, set to 1 m2 of PSC produced on the
laboratory scale, in this study.

5. Results, analysis and discussion
4.1. Data sources
A detailed Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) for 1 m2 functional unit of the
two modules of PSC is provided in Table S1 and S2 respectively in the
ESI. Electrical energy consumption data for both modules is also
provided in Table S3 (ESI). For modules A and B, substrate preparation
which consists of glass coated with FTO and cleaning agents constitute
the majority of the material within the PSC, representing 96% and 97%
respectively of the entire material composition. The hole transport
layer constitutes 2% with encapsulation and blocking layer making up
1% each. In the subsections that follows, detailed results of the LCA are
presented.

The overall assessment includes ﬁve main steps: i) gaining an
understanding of the PSC technology in terms of raw material
requirements, module production and manufacturing processes; ii)
system characterisation (i.e. establish systems boundaries, functional
unit, modular components, material composition, operational eﬃciencies etc.); iii) construction of system inventory (e.g. input requirements
(physical units), supply chain information and embodied emissions,
process ﬂow, energy ﬂow, material ﬂow, and reference ﬂow; iv) overall
impact assessment and environmental proﬁle evaluations across multiple sustainability metrics; v) performance evaluation and analysis.

5.1. Life cycle impacts of PSC Module A fabrication
4.1.1. Process analysis data
Process data for inputs into the LCA were obtained from three main
sources: industry and laboratory data (from Project Partner);
Ecoinvent database; study assumptions and well established data from
within the literature. For instance, the Ecoinvent database [178] was
used to compile the process analysis life cycle inventory (LCI) described
as unit process exchanges. Process data input into the LCA system
boundary (Fig. 8) includes emissions arising from electrical and energy
processes involved in PSC production, the manufacture of the cell
components and the synthesis of the compounds required during its
production (Fig. 7). Data sources of chemical synthesis steps were
taken from patents and well-established literatures. For instance, for
complex compounds like Spiro MeOTAD and perovskite, we adopted
the intensities derived by Gong et al. [179]. For other processes,
corresponding emissions intensity data, across all the metrics under
consideration, of unit process exchanges, Ep, emitted in producing
1 m2 of PSC were determined from Ecoinvent [178]. In instances where
LCI data for process reactants are not available, they were built on the
basis of stoichiometric reactions based on previously published guidelines or substitution based on chemical characteristics or functional
similarities [180]. The unit process exchanges representing the process
analysis data from all sources as it pertains to the fabrication process of
both modules of PSC are presented in Electronic Supplementary
Information (ESI).

5.1.1. Primary energy consumption of PSC Module A fabrication
Primary energy consumption (both electrical and embodied materials) for the fabrication of Module A is depicted in Fig. 9, totalling
570.37 MJ-eq/m2. The proportion of electrical energy due to vapour
deposition is 220.47 MJ-eq/m2 (17.36 kWh). As shown in Fig. 9b,
substrate patterning which entails electrical activities such as ultrasonic cleaning, screen printing and sintering constitute the largest
electrical energy consumption (28%). Perovskite layer deposition, in
particular, requires more energy consumption (4.34 kWh, representing
25% of the total energy consumption) as compared to the spin coating
deposition route (0.58 kWh or 7%) (Fig. 12b). The wide margin
between the energy consumption of perovskite layer deposition by
both routes lies in the fact that perovskite layer deposition by vapour
deposition method entails an annealing and vacuum processes which
requires a high amount of energy, thus driving up the primary energy
demand of the layer deposition and raising its environmental impact
[27].
Currently, for lab scale devices as reported in this paper, the spincoating method (used for module B) is mostly employed but it is not yet
a method for large scale production. This is because high-temperature
sintering during the course of manufacturing results in high electricity
demand as can be seen in cathode deposition which consumes 43% of
electricity required (Fig. 12b). This can signiﬁcantly change the cell
architecture. Nevertheless, spin coating a TiO2 mesoporous layer oﬀers
some advantages including high eﬃciency, reduced hysteresis, less use
of Pb and potentially greater stability. For the vapour deposition route,
there are concerns regarding the cost of production, as the route

4.1.2. Input-output data
In this work, we employed the 2008 MRIO Supply and Use tables
for the UK and the RoW represented as (896 × 896) technology matrix
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Fig. 8. System boundary considered in the LCA.

based on this modular component should be geared towards material
substitution for gold. The close similarity of the impact distribution of
material usage (Fig. 9c) and carbon footprint (Supplementary Figure 1)
suggest that in the future, similar design strategies can be adopted to
optimise future PSC architecture.
LCA of a number of other PSC architectures has been carried out.
For instance, Gong et al.[179] conducted LCA on the following PSC
architecture: substrate (indium tin oxide, ITO), thin ﬁlm semiconductor layer transport (ZnO), cathode (Ag) without requiring blocking
layer and sintering after deposition. They found that the use of silver as
cathode requires lesser primary energy consumption. They however
submitted that the use of ITO as substrate requires ~2.5 times the
primary energy for FTO substrates. As with gold, the use of indium
which has high emission intensity is largely responsible for the adverse
environmental performance of architectures with ITO as substrates.
Similarly, Espinosa et al. [27], carried out LCA on the following PSC
architecture: substrate (ITO), semiconductor layer transport (PCBM),
cathode (aluminium), charge selective layer (PEDOT: PSS). They
reported that low impacts from PCMB is due to its optimised
deposition route because the main impact generated were attributed
to the manufacturing processes. They also found that the aluminium
electrode, ITO layer and PEDOT: PSS accounted for 26%, 17% and 12%
of the environmental impact respectively.

requires the use of vacuum processes which entail heating materials to
vapour particles in vacuum and then condensing the particles into solid
state again, on the substrate surface. Although, this manufacturing
route guarantees high quality deposition of thin ﬁlm of substance, they
are very expensive especially energy costs [10,179]. This suggests that
both deposition routes are not yet fully optimised as they both lead to
high material losses (70% for the vapour deposition and 90% for spin
coating) during production. As such, alternative deposition techniques
other than sintering and vacuum processes, for example, infrared
heating and UV curing, are therefore recommended as they can
potentially drive down primary energy consumption. Preferred method
for scale-up for production would be slurry based processing routes,
such as tape casting, screen printing, inkjet printing, slot-die coating
(or similar printing methods), but attempts to implement these
techniques are still on the lab scale and research and development
stage.
As indicated in Fig. 9a, the proportion of materials embedded is
349.9MJ-eq/m2, representing 61% of the primary energy demand. In
this impact category of material usage (Fig. 9c), conductor deposition
which consist mainly of gold (52%) and substrate preparation which
constitute FTO glass (44%) are the principal impact contributors to the
embodied energy of the PSC module A. Also, based on the impact
category of climate change as indicated in Supplementary Figure 1,
gold (50%) and FTO glass (47%) are the main contributors. It is
interesting to note that although the quantity of gold used in the PSC
(Module A) production is very small, its embodied primary energy is
high as shown. Gold is a very costly metal and also possesses very high
cumulative energy and greenhouse gas intensities of 1.18·105 MJ-eq
and 5.46·103 kg CO2-eq, respectively [178]. These high values are
attributed to energy associated with processes such as extractions from
ore and puriﬁcation. Given that impact is the product of the quantity of
material and emissions intensity, the resulting values are therefore
high for gold. To this end, future research in the ﬁeld of PSC production

5.1.2. Hybrid LCA of PSC module A fabrication
Based on the hybrid LCA framework presented in Section 4, the
results that stem from its application are presented in this section. The
lifecycle emissions and environmental proﬁle of module A were estimated as the integration of the process-based LCA and the IO indirect
emissions using ﬁve sustainability metrics. Upstream emissions comprise embodied emissions attributed to utilities, equipment, chemicals,
mining, maintenance, research and development, banking and ﬁnance,
telecommunications, insurance and advertising. The results, in terms of
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Table 2
Hybrid LCA results for Module A across five key indicators.
Impact category

Climate Change (kg CO2-eq)
Acidiﬁcation potential (kg SOxeq)
Eutrophication potential (kg
NOx-eq)
Land use (m2a)
Material use (MJ/kg)

Process LCA

EIO LCA

90%

Hybrid LCA
(Total)

80%
70%

28.46
0.94

23.77
0.02

52.23
0.96

60%

2.05

0.02

2.07

40%

3.57
589.79

3.71
130.94

7.27
720.73

30%

50%

20%
10%

actual values, of how process-based results compared to EIO results are
shown in Table 2 and represented in graphical form in Fig. 10 based on
percentage contributions.

0%
Climate Change

Acidification
potential

Eutrophication
potential

Process LCA

Land use

Material use

EIO LCA

Fig. 10. Results of hybrid LCA of Module A across key sustainability metrics.

5.1.3. Component level analysis of environmental proﬁle of PSC
Module A
In this section, component level analysis of the environmental
impacts of PSC Module A production is undertaken to identify the most
inﬂuential components and materials vis-à-vis the sustainability metrics under consideration. Fig. 11 is a normalised environmental proﬁle
of all the unit process exchanges in 1 m2 PSC based on process-based
data, so that the total indicator of each impact categories is 100%.

The principal toxic impact is marine aquatic ecotoxicity. The
contributions to this impact category come from gold (82%), direct
emissions (16%), and FTO glass (1%). The next highest toxic impact is
marine sediment ecotoxicity. The breakdown of this impact are gold
(82%), direct emissions (16%) and others (1%). This is then followed by
freshwater sediment ecotoxicity and freshwater aquatic ecotoxicity with
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Fig. 11. Environmental proﬁle of all the unit process exchanges in 1 m2 PSC based on process-based data.

0.01% across all the toxicity impacts). As such, based on lab scale
production of PSC, there is no compelling reason from an LCA
perspective to dismiss this technology due to the presence lead.
Compared to the spin coating route, the main diﬀerence lies in the
high amount of electricity required in the production processes. In the
section that follows, the LCA of module B is presented.

similar split as with marine sediment ecotoxicity. For human toxicity,
the impact split is gold (43%), hole transport layer deposition (SpiroMeOTAD) (21%), FTO glass (16%), direct emissions (14%), electricity
and others (3%). The presence of gold also contributes to acidiﬁcation
(32%), eutrophication (82%) and land use (61%). The reason for gold
constituting principal impact across all indicators is similar to that of
climate change and material usage. Essentially, these high impacts
from gold despite its small quantity in the overall architecture, is based
on the fact that gold production from its ore requires an enormous
amount of energy and its extraction results in toxic discharge into
water bodies.
By extension, these toxic discharge contains substances such as
arsenic, nitrates, antimony and sulphides which are responsible for
eutrophication and acidiﬁcation that constitute threats to aquatic life
[185]. It is therefore recommended that future architecture should
avoid the use of environmentally expensive metals like gold with the
view to achieving signiﬁcant reduction in environmental impacts. Gong
et al. [179] carried out LCA of PSC architecture where gold was
replaced with silver. They reported that silver is the principal contributor but its environmental impact is not as signiﬁcant as gold.
Given the lower cost of silver and its smaller environmental impact
compared to gold as well as its conducting characteristics, it is seen as a
better replacement for gold. However, Bryant et al. [186] reported that
there are concerns about the use of silver-based conductors when they
are in contact with PSC because the halide content can lead to the
formation of silver halide, causing performance degradation. You et al.
[187] demonstrated the use of graphene electrodes for PSC applications and other potential materials for cathode could be nanowires,
nickel mesh [186] and copper [17] amongst others.
FTO glass has the highest acidiﬁcation potential impact of 54%.
This is largely due to direct air emissions such as CO2, NO2 and SO2
which readily reacts with water to form acid in ocean and fresh water as
well as causing environmental pollution. The contribution of lead in the
perovskite layer to toxicological impact is inﬁnitesimally small (below

5.2. Life cycle impacts of PSC Module B fabrication
5.2.1. Primary energy consumption of PSC Module B fabrication
Primary energy consumption (both electrical and embodied materials) for the fabrication of Module B is depicted in Fig. 12, totalling
336.56 MJ-eq/m2. The proportion of electrical energy due to spin
coating deposition route is 98.81 MJ-eq/m2 (7.78kWh). As shown in
Fig. 12b, cathode deposition (i.e. deposition of copper) requires
3.31kWh, constituting the largest contributor to electrical energy
demand (43%). Substrate patterning which entails electrical activities
such as ultrasonic cleaning, screen printing and sintering is responsible
for 28% energy consumption. Semiconductor layer deposition which
also involves screen printing and sintering requires 1.64 kWh (21%).
Hole transport and perovskite layer deposition (spin coating and
sintering) constitute a total of 0.8 kWh (10%). Essentially, cleaning,
sintering, spin coating and cathode evaporation as part of the
manufacturing processes of module B PSC are the key electrical energy
consumption.
As indicated in Fig. 12a, the proportion of materials embedded is
237.76 MJ-eq/m2, representing 71% of the entire primary energy
demand. In this impact category of material usage (Fig. 12c), substrate
preparation which constitute FTO glass is the most inﬂuential contributor to the materials embodied of the PSC module B with all other
materials representing 4% of the impact. This is also the case under the
climate change impact category as indicated in Supplementary Figure
2. The reason for the dominating inﬂuence of FTO glass is the same as
in module A but the inﬂuence of the use of copper cathode as a
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replacement for gold is superimposed by the dominant impact of FTO
glass, given that the overall emissions intensity of copper is lower
compared to gold. The use of alternative materials for FTO might
improve the overall environmental proﬁle of module B.
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5.2.2. Hybrid LCA of PSC Module B fabrication
The results, in terms of actual values, of how process-based results
compared to EIO results are shown in Table 3 and represented in
graphical form in Fig. 13 based on percentage contributions.
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Table 3
Hybrid LCA results for Module B across five key indicators.

Climate Change

Impact category

Process LCA

EIO LCA

Hybrid LCA
(Total)

Climate Change (kg CO2-eq)
Acidiﬁcation potential (kg SOxeq)
Eutrophication potential (kg
NOx-eq)
Land use (m2a)
Material use (MJ/kg)

15.30
0.03

29.44
0.03

44.74
0.06

0.56

0.03

0.59

0.68
338.42

4.56
162.48

5.23
500.90

Acidification
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Process LCA

Land use

Material use

EIO LCA

Fig. 13. Results of hybrid LCA of Module B across key sustainability metrics.

5.2.3. Component level analysis of environmental proﬁle of PSC
Module B fabrication
Here, component level analysis of the environmental impacts of
Module B fabrication is presented to identify the most inﬂuential
components and materials with respect to the sustainability metrics as
indicated in Fig. 14. All metrics are normalised, ensuring that the
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Fig. 14. Environmental proﬁle of all the unit process exchanges in 1 m2 PSC Module B.

such as cost of materials are converted into physical quantities (e.g. kg of
material) in IO analysis. Accordingly, a higher conversion output will cause
more upstream emissions across the supply chain of the material under
consideration [39].

absolute indicator of each category of impact is 100%. As indicated in
Fig. 14, the use of FTO is the dominating contributor followed by
electrical energy consumption with a negligibly small impact from
other process exchanges in module B. For instance, FTO glass and
electricity contribute to 66% and 31% respectively to climate change
impact category. For acidiﬁcation, the split between FTO glass and
electricity is 93–6%. FTO also dominate the contributions to eutrophication (65%, electricity is 31%). For land use, FTO (47%), electricity
(46%). For all the toxicity impact categories including fresh water
aquatic ecotoxicity, fresh water sediment ecotoxicity, human toxicity,
marine aquatic ecotoxicity, marine sediment ecotoxicity and terrestrial
ecotoxicity, FTO contributes 73%, 75%, 85%,74%, 75% and 75%
respectively. In the light of the environmental impact assessment, it
can be concluded that for PSC based on Module B's architecture,
attention should be focused on materials optimisation with the view to
replacing FTO glass as the substrate material.

5.4. Comparison of PSC with existing PV technologies: energy
payback period and GHG conversion factor
In this section, we compare PSC Modules A and B with existing PV
technologies (i.e. traditional silicon technologies, thin-ﬁlm technologies
and other organic solar cells) based on energy payback period (EPBP)
and greenhouse gas emissions factor (kgCO2-eq/kWh). The EPBP is
given by [164]:

EPBP =

Embodied energy (kWh/m2)
Energy output (kWh/m2/year)

(6)

For module A, carbon footprint based on process LCA is 28.46 kg
CO2-eq or 46.5 kWh/m2 (Table 2) and for module B, it is 15.30 kg CO2eq or 25 kWh/m2 (Table 3). To evaluate the energy output of the PSC,
the following performance data are used: annual average insolation,
Imax in the UK (1091 kWh/m2/year); module conversion eﬃciency, KE,
(15.1%) for Module A and 21.1% for Module B; packing factor, KD
(0.9); inverter losses (15%); electrical losses (6%) so that overall
eﬃciency KL is 80%. Therefore, the electrical energy output, U, (i.e.
output per functional unit installed) from 1 m2 PSC is given by:

5.3. Comparison of environmental proﬁle of PSC Module A versus
Module B
Fig. 15 shows the comparison of the environmental proﬁle of Module A
versus Module B across a number of environmental indicators: primary
energy consumption (Fig. 15a); toxicological footprint (Fig. 15b); inputoutput (IO) upstream greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Fig. 15c) and IO
upstream acidiﬁcation potential (Fig. 15d). As shown the primary energy
demand and toxicological footprint of Module A outweighs that of Module
B based on the reasons highlighted in the preceding sections. However, a
close look at the IO upstream emissions for both climate change and
acidiﬁcation potential shows emission proﬁle of Module B surpasses
Module A. This is because of the expensive nature of some materials (e.g.
the perovskite and HTM layer) due to their high cost of production and
processing. This assertion is particularly valid given that economic data

U = Imax × KE × KD × KL
So that for Module A, the output is calculated as:

U = 1091 × 0. 15 × 0. 9 × 0. 8 = 117kWh /m 2 /year
And for Module B:
1337
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Fig. 15. Comparison of Module A versus Module B (a) primary energy demand (b) toxicological footprint (c) IO upstream GHG emissions (d) IO upstream acidiﬁcation potential.

U = 1091 × 0. 211 × 0. 9 × 0. 8 = 166kWh /m 2 /year

sustained for up 2.5 days for a compact-layer-free planar cell [188].
Similarly, Mei et al. [189] demonstrate an instance where a holeconductor-free mesoscopic PSC exhibit stability across one month at
ambient temperature under light source. Given that PSCs exhibit high
PCE values compared to other PV technologies whose lifespan are
known and the fact that the lifespan of some third generation solar cells
are already approaching three-years [62,190], a lifespan of 3 years is
therefore assumed in this study. Applying Eq. (8), the GEF for PSC
Modules A and B based on process LCA calculations is 92.34 gCO2-eq/
kWh and 47.35 gCO2-eq/kWh respectively. Using the hybrid LCA
results, the corresponding values are 160.06 gCO2-eq/kWh and 95.08
gCO2-eq/kWh respectively. Fig. 17 illustrates how the GEF of PSCs
compares to other PV technologies.
As shown in Fig. 17, the GEF of the PSC under both deposition
routes is relatively high compared to other well-established technologies. The same can be seen for other organic solar cells, which are
relatively new technologies. This high value of GEFs for third generation technologies suggest that their carbon price is currently high which
is mainly attributed to their shorter lifespan (3 years as applied in this
study) as compared to other PV technologies with longer lifespan. In
the future, it is expected that the lifespan of PSC will increase
considerably amidst improvement in material processing and design,
leading to a much lower GEF. Based on the ﬁndings from EPBP and
GEFs, it can be safely argued that PSC oﬀers more environmentally
friendly and sustainable options as compared to other technologies. If
optimal manufacturing processes, improved eﬃciency, stable performance and an appreciably longer lifespan are achieved in the near
future, PSC will revolutionise the PV industry.

Using Eq. (6), the EPBP is 0.39 years and 0.15 years respectively for
Modules A and B. However, if the results of hybrid LCA were used, the
EPBP for both Modules A and B is found to be 0.73 years and 0.44
years respectively. Given that the EPBP of other PV technologies as
calculated by other authors are based on pure process LCA, the EPBP
adopted for the comparison in this paper are also based on process LCA
calculations to allow for comparison based on similar LCA methodology. The EPBP of PSC Modules A and B as compared with other
technologies is shown in Fig. 16.
As shown in Fig. 16, the EPBP of both PSC modules outperformed
other PV technologies. This is because the production of PSC does not
require high energy intensity processes involved in silicon or rare
element puriﬁcation and processing that yields higher environmental
burden. Despite the better EPBP by PSCs at present, lower EPBP values
can still be achieved in the future when processing techniques become
fully optimised and eﬃcient. To evaluate the greenhouse gas emissions
factor (GEF) for PSCs in comparison with existing PV technologies, the
relation in Eq. (8) is adopted:

GEF =

Carbon footprint (kg CO2eq)
Energy output across the lifespan (kWh)

(8)

To apply Eq. (8), the lifespan of the PV system under consideration
must be known. Lifespan of other existing PV technologies are already
well-established but no exact value in terms of lifespan has been
reported for PSC technologies given that they are still at an early
research and development phase. On a lab scale, PCE of > 20% was
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Fig. 16. Comparison of EPBP of existing PV technologies with PSC. Data for other PV technologies are obtained from García‐Valverde et al. [10].

higher the lifespan, the lower the GEF. It follows that lifetime is one of
the key drivers that will lead towards the decrease in environmental
impact of 1 m2 of PSC.
5.5.2. Lead type used
Given that the presence of lead in PSCs is a source of concern, it is
also pertinent to conduct sensitivity analysis based on its origin across
a number of toxicity indicators, using three scenarios namely: i) the
entire lead needed for the production of the perovskite solar cell is
derived from lead concentrate at beneﬁciation; ii) the required lead is
derived from recycling and iii) half of the lead required is derived from
lead concentrate and the other half derived from recycling. The analysis
is carried out based on the material composition of PbI2 in the
perovskite layer based on data sourced from Ecoinvent [178]. A
mixture of recycled lead and lead derived from concentrate is important because in the future when the large-scale production of
perovskite solar cell becomes a possibility, the use of lead obtained
from recycling might become insuﬃcient, given the disparity of
recycling rates in diﬀerent parts of the world [39]. Fig. 19 shows the
results, indicating that the use of recycled lead represents the best case
scenario across all the toxicity indicators, which will further lessen the
overall impact of lead in the PSC architecture.

Fig. 17. Comparison of GHG emissions factors for PV technologies. Data for other
technologies are obtained from García‐Valverde et al. [10] and Darling et al. [191].

5.5. Sensitivity analysis
In this section, sensitivity analysis based on perovskite layer deposition routes and lead type used in the fabrication of PCs is presented.

6. Summary and conclusion
5.5.1. Deposition routes
The current study is based on LCA of two modules of PSC at a
functional unit of 1 m2. Given that the PSC technology is still relatively
young, it is important to carry out sensitivity analysis so that a fair
comparison with other well-established technology can be drawn. As
indicated in Section 5.4, EPBP is a function of the energy output which
in turn is a function of parameters such as average insolation,
performance conversion eﬃciency, electrical losses and primary energy
consumption. It therefore follows that a change in any of these
parameters will aﬀect the EPBP reported for PSC. Of particular interest
is the eﬀect of lifespan on GEF, which emphasises the importance of
scale up and stability towards the development of PSC that will be
environmentally friendly with low carbon prices. Fig. 18 shows the
results of the sensitivity analysis conducted on a range of PSC lifetime
spanning 20 years in incremental steps of 1 year based on the two
deposition routes (spin coating and vapour deposition) considered in
this study. As shown, lifespan has a higher eﬀect on GEF because the

Of all the renewable energy technologies available today, photovoltaic technologies are the fastest growing and they are expected to
constitute an integral part of the solution to the complex energy
problems. A critical review of a number of existing photovoltaic (PV)
technologies in comparison with PSCs, shows that the there is no
particular solar cell technology which excels in all the key performance
indicators namely material and performance parameters (e.g. high
solar conversion eﬃciency and low materials utilisation), production
processes and manufacturing complexity and overall costs. Although
PSC beneﬁts from most of the parameters, there exist challenges
pertaining to their high proneness to moisture, cell stability and
scalability.
Among the ground-breaking technologies classiﬁed as third generation solar cells, PSC has stimulated great interest as a viable
alternative to traditional PV technologies. An integrated hybrid lifecycle assessment and supply chain environmental proﬁle evaluations
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Fig. 18. Sensitivity analysis for an extended lifetime of PSC spanning across 20 years.

will challenge all other existing PV technologies, whilst revolutionising
the PV industry.
Environmental and toxicology impacts from the use of gold is by far
the largest for Module A. Primary energy demands through energy
intensive deposition routes also dominate the contributions to environmental impacts. These hotspots can be characterised with the view to
highlight opportunities for overall technical improvements across the
entire production processes. For module B, the replacement of gold
with copper as the cathode reduces its overall environmental proﬁle
with the main impacts emanating from the use of FTO glass and energy
consumption during fabrication. In terms of IO supply chain upstream
emissions based on greenhouse gas emissions and acidiﬁcation potentials, the impact of module B surpasses that of module A due to the
expensive nature of most of the raw materials for fabrication.

has revealed that PSCs oﬀers excellent potential for cleaner and
sustainable energy production. Our study analysed material inputs
into two PSC modular architectures: one based on vapour deposition
route and the other based on spin-coating. We found the toxicology
impact from lead is negligible (below 0.01% across all the toxicity
impact categories) for both modules. The main contributors to the
overall environmental impacts are other compounds that comprise the
PSCs. As such, based on lab scale production of PSC, there is no
compelling reason to dismiss them due to the presence of lead.
However, emissions associated with operational phase and end-of-life
scenarios (e.g. decommissioning) may present large impact [37].
Further research into how end-of-life scenario such as recycling will
inﬂuence the environmental impact of PSC is therefore pertinent [192].
If these aspects of the LCA are addressed, it is highly likely that PSC

Fig. 19. Sensitivity analysis based on origin of lead used in the perovskite layer.
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Our analysis also revealed that PSCs oﬀer the shortest EPBP (0.39
years for Module A and 0.15 years for Module B based on process LCA
approach) as compared to other existing PV technologies. Due to their
short operational lifetime at the moment, PSCs exhibit high value of
GHG emissions factors. Improving their lifetime can therefore signiﬁcantly lower their emissions factors. Would the same conclusion
stand if this new technology is being scaled up both in terms of surface
coverage and life time use? Would substitution of gold with silver or
other materials, and ignoring lead provide the most eﬃcient route map
to sustainability? For an evolving technology as the PSC, it is currently
diﬃcult to specify an optimal production route. But the replacement of
gold with copper lowers the overall footprint of another modular
architecture. This study, as with other related studies on organic solar
cells, provides valuable environmental insights into future designs and
establishes the foundation for additional investigations into the
environmental proﬁle and sustainability of PSC.
In the light of the above, for PSCs to realise their full potentials, the
integration of LCA and supply chain environmental proﬁle evaluations
as well as recyclability potential should be incorporated into their
future development. Clearly, the use of expensive materials such as
gold and operations such as vapour deposition and spin coating which
are energy-intensive will require material substitution and optimisation respectively, to achieve better environmental proﬁle for PSCs.
Furthermore, to migrate from lab scale production to large scale
industrial production, a number of issues including the use of ﬂexible
substrates, ease of deposition, patterning, chemical stability and
encapsulation must be addressed.
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